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10. OJV TUB SURFACES OF ISOLATED ROCKS.

Several of the lapidary carvings included in the last section were
found cut upon rocks in situ within or near old British strengths or
towns. But there is another section of them carved on rocks which
are so far isolated, that nowhere near them do there now exist any traces
of ramparts, walls, fosses, or circular hut foundations, such as are so often
observable in our island in localities of ancient human communities.

In all likelihood, however, the rock carvings I allude to were cut
. originally in the vicinity of collections of human population, though
there now remain no visible evidences of that population except their
rock sculptures and their sepultures.

We have a variety of examples of this last kind in Argyleshire, in
the district lying between Lochgilphead on the east, and Crinan on
the west coast of that county. In other words, on the higher grounds
skirting the valley in which the Crinan Canal passes from Loch Fyne
or Loch G-ilp to the Atlantic Ocean, several localities have been here
discovered with the rocks in situ, sculptured with ring and cup carvings ;
as at Carnban, Auchnabreach, Tyness, and Calton Mor.

Carnban, Argyleshire.—The first notice of the rock-sculptures in
Northumberland, and, as I believe, in England, was published, as I have
just stated, in 1852. The Eev. Mr Greenwell, of Durham, who dis-
covered the carvings on the Eowton Lynn, &c., read, as already stated,
a paper on the subject earlier in the same year to the Archaeological"
Institute. In 1830, or twenty-two years before, a notice of the analo-
gous- rock ring-cuttings at Carnban was published by Mr Archibald
Currie, formerly a schoolmaster at Eothesay, in his Description of the
Antiquities, (fee., of North Knapdale. He urges that the lapidary carv-
ings on the sculptured rock at Carnban are " worthy of the attention of
the scientific antiquarian ;" and to his account of the ring-cuttings there

circles and dwellings. At Manghold, as at Kirk Braddan—which were both probably
in ancient times the sites of fortified towns—there now are to be seen within the
area of the old walls, the graves of the modern dead, and the remnants of the
dwellings of ancient living man. In the centre of each is the Christian church—
the only modern building—and in both localities it may possibly occupy the site
of some ancient fane for Pagan worship.
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he adds a theory of their import which possesses probably one merit,
namely, that it is at least both as reasonable and as ridiculous as many
hypotheses that have since been broached on the same subject. " In the
hill," writes Mr Currie, " about a mile above the ' Doctor's' (the sobriquet,
as I am told, by which Mr M'Callum, the former innkeeper at Carnban,
was usually known), on a rock whose surface is level with the plain, there
are cut groups of concentric circles, three in aline, and fifteen in number.
These circles are similar to those used in astronomical plates for elucidat-
ing the revolution of the planets round the sun. Of these circles, there
are five in each of the concentric ones, probably to correspond with the
number of the planets then known. The Doctor is of opinion that this
is one of those methods which were in, use previous to the introduction
of letters into this country, for commemorating extraordinary events;
and in the case in question, he thinks these circles represent the right of
the proprietor to the estate where the rock lies on which they are engraved,
and that they signify that his descendants were to enjoy it as long as the
celestial luminaries which the circles represent should perform their
unerring revolutions round the sun. This opinion is not at all impro-
bable ; for of old, rights to inheritances were in many instances conveyed
by hieroglyphic symbols, similar to those now described. I am informed,
on unquestionable authority, that the right of Macmillan to the estate
of Knap, in South Knapdale, was cut in rude characters in the Celtic
language on a rock in the shore at the point of Knap, which are now
obliterated by the action of the waves on its surface." '

Auchnabreach.— About a mile and a half north-eastward of Carnban,
and higher on the sides of the valley, are rocks which show still more ex-
tensive ring-carvings.2 On the high ground upon the farm of Auchuabreach

1 See Description of tlie Antiquities and Scenery of the Parish of North Knap-
dale, Argyleshire, by Archibald Currie, author of the "Principles of Gaelic Gram-
mar, &c., Glasgow, 1830, p. 34. The appearances presented by the cup and ring
cuttinga on the hill above Carnban are all faithfully represented in Plate XXII.,
and it is hence unnecessary to describe them. I have already (p. 2) enumerated the
figures of which they consist. No other carvings have hitherto been found on the
same hill.

2 The existence of sculptures at Auuhnabreacu was first discovered by llie former
intelligent farmer there, Mr Maclean, now innkeeper at Kilruartin.
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are various bare, rounded scalps of Silurian schist, projecting to the height
of two, ten, twenty or more feet above the surface. These scalps are
magnificent specimens of rock surfaces ground and planed down by old
geological glacier action. The surfaces of three of these rocks—thus
smoothed and prepared as it were by the gigantic polishing machinery
of nature—have been subsequently scratched and carved in numerous
places with rude cup and ring cuttings by the frail and feeble hand of
archaic man. See specimens of these Auchnabreach carvings in Plates
XXI. and XXIII.

The three rocks on which the cup and ring carvings have hitherto
been discovered are in the second field above the old farm-house of Auch-
nabreach.

The first and highest of these rocks has, scattered over a surface
twenty-nine yards long and seven yards wide, about forty concentric
ring-cuttings, and nearly an equal number of cups and hollows without
circles around them. The Eev. Mr Mapleton, who has most carefully
examined these sculpturings, informs me that of the ring-cuttings one
is three feet in diameter, and composed of seven circles and a central
cup; a second, two feet five inches in diameter, consists of six circles
cut around a central cup; a third, two feet seven inches in diameter, is
formed of four concentric circles; a fourth, one foot nine inches broad,
contains six circles and a central cup ; a fifth, eight inches in diameter.
has a cup surrounded by two circles ; and so on.

The second rock scalp at Auchnabreach is about forty feet long, and
thirty-six feet broad. It contains thirty-six groups of ring-cuttings, and
fourteen cup-cuttings. The largest concentric ring-cutting is two feet
seven inches in diameter, and consists of nine or ten circles ; a second, of
nearly the same diameter, has nine circles carved around its central
cup; a third, seven circles; and so on. Almost all, but not all, of
these concentric circles at Auchnabreach are traversed by the usual
straight radial groove or duct. These grooves run on in some instances
and unite with others. Their direction is generally, but not always, down-
wards.

My kind friend, the Eev. Mr M'Bride of Bute, the well-known geo-
logist, discovered the third sculptured rock here, when looking for the
effects of glaciation. This third rock is placed about a hundred or a
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hundred and fifty yards south of the others, and its exposed surface is
much smaller than the other two, being as yet cleared of turf only to
the extent of about three yards in length, and two in breadth. Upon
the cleared portion I counted twelve ring cuttings, each with a radial
groove, and seventeen cups and hollows with no surrounding circle.

On the Auchnabreach rocks most of the concentric circles are so scat-
tered as to be separate and unconnected with each other, but occasionally
two or more touch at their edges. The radial groove is usually, but not
always present. Some consist only of one cup and one surrounding
ring, and the radial groove is untraceable in several of these. There
are two or three peculiar sculpturings, especially on the second rock-
scalp. One of them consists of a very distinct double volute, as represented
at the bottom of first section of Plate XXII., the whole lateral breadth
of the two combined spirals being about ten or eleven inches, while their
depth is about eight inches. A second group of three circles near this
touched each other and amalgamated at their sides. (See the same
Plate.) Near these two groups was a third, consisting of one concentric
ring around a central cup, and with a radial groove. The ring was six
inches in diameter. From its outer edge, on the side opposite the radial
groove, proceed three straight parallel lines, each about eleven inches in
length. See Plate II. fig. 12. The radial line from this same circle
joins the outer circle of another ring-cutting. These, and some sur-
rounding circles and cups, are represented in Plate XXXII., first sec-
tion. Some of the ring-cuttings, particularly on the third rock, are
much twisted and indented on their sides (see same Plate, second sec-
tion), and by no means so accurately and regularly round in form as these
lapidary circles usually are.

The rock upon which the first and largest collection of concentric rings
and cups at Auchnabreach is placed has a Gaelic name, which, according
to John Kerr, an old shepherd brought up on the farm, is " Leachd-nan-
Sleagher"—the rock of the spears. Mr Henry D. Graham, to whom I
am much indebted for drawings of the Auchnabreach sculptures and
others, believes the word to be " Leachd-nan-Sluagh"—the rock of the
hosts or gatherings. The Eev. Mr M'Bride has perhaps more happily
suggested it to be " Leachd-nan-Slochd"—the rock of the pits or impres-
sions. The rock itself, let me add, is in a position which commands a
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charming view of the waters and shores of Loch Gilp and Loch Fyne,
with the distant and magnificent hills of Arran serving as a gigantic
background.

Callton Mor and Tyness, Argyleshire.—A few years ago, when a few
miles west of Auchnabreach, some rock in the garden of Calton Mor,
the beautiful seat of Mr Malcolm of Poltalloch, was being blasted and
removed, several carved concentric circles were observed by the workmen
to be cut on the rock when it was exposed. But, unfortunately, ere these
sculpturings attracted sufficient attention, all were destroyed except two
specimens, which are carefully preserved, and show the usual forms of
these concentric rings and cups. Calton Mor is four or five miles distant
from Carnban; and about a mile north from Calton Mor are the sculp-
tured stones at Leargie, near Kilmartin, described already at p. 24.

Near Calton Mor, is a rock at Tyness, with eleven ring cuttings upon
it, and some cups. Mr Mappleton informs me, that on the hill-top above
Tyness there stood a cairn, in which he found lately the remains of two
cists and some burnt bones, with " a skeleton, of later date, between the
two cists, but probably put there by the men who destroyed the cairn.
There is also," he adds, " apparently the remains of a 'dun,' a quarter
of a mile north-east of Tyness."

I have spoken of these sculptured rocks at Carnban, Auchnabreach,
Tyness. and Calton Mor as " isolated," because few or no evidences of
ancient camps or communities are now, as far as I could observe, to be
found near them. They all lie, however, within a few miles of each
other, along the valley of the Crinan Canal; and that valley—forming
the neck to the peninsula of Cantyre—is, as we have already seen, full of
the sepulchral remains of an ancient and large population. All the
neighbouring ground belongs to the rich and princely estate of Poltal-
loch, and is in most places too highly cultivated, agriculturally, to allow
of the foundations of hut circles, ramparted walls, and other such signs
of human habitations, to have remained. But the very nomenclature
of the hills, lying within the circuit of this valley of sculptured rocks
and stones, sufficiently attests its former populousness and importance,
by showing that every hill-top was formerly a fort or " dun." My
friend, Dr Hunter, pointed out to me that, standing on the hill on which
the Carnban sculptures are cut, we had, within a radius of one or two
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miles only, Dunamuck, Dunans, Dunbuy, Dunchain, Du,namarak, Dun-
craigig, and Dunadd,—the last of these a fort, still remarkable by its
huge cyclopic walls, and the high and isolated conical rock on which
it is built. In the seventh and eighth centuries it continued to form,
as we know from ancient Irish annals, one of the most important strong-
holds in the Western Highlands.1








